A dvances in antiretroviral (ARV) therapy have resulted in the maintenance and improvement of quality of life for HIV-1-infected patients. Current recommended regimens of highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) include a combination of two nucleoside/nucleotide reverse transcriptase (RT) inhibitors (NRTIs) plus a protease inhibitor (PI), nonnucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitor (NNRTI), or integrase strand transfer inhibitor (INSTI) (1) . However, successful control of HIV-1 infection requires long-term therapy and continues to be hampered by inadequate drug adherence, poor tolerability, and the emergence of drug-resistant variants. Thus, new effective ARV drugs and greater availability of convenient, well-tolerated, single-tablet regimens are needed to provide sustained efficacy with favorable tolerability and safety profiles for patients with HIV-1 infection.
Integration of the double-stranded DNA product of reverse transcription into the host cell chromosome is an essential step in the life cycle of HIV-1 and is a validated target for therapeutic intervention (2) . The tetrameric HIV-1 integrase enzyme (IN) catalyzes integration in a two-step reaction. First, 3= processing results in the removal of a guanosine-thymidine (GT) dinucleotide from the 3= end of the viral DNA long terminal repeat (LTR) sequences. Second, strand transfer results in the concerted, yet staggered, insertion of both viral DNA ends into the host cell genome (3) . Both reactions require divalent cations (Mg 2ϩ or Mn 2ϩ ) in the IN active site coordinated by a catalytic triad of carboxylate amino acid residues (D64, D116, and E152).
INSTIs have demonstrated efficacy in vitro and in clinical trials in both ARV-naive patients and treatment-experienced patients, the latter carrying HIV-1 strains resistant to other ARV drug classes. Raltegravir (RAL) was the first INSTI approved for combination therapy with other ARVs for treatment-naive and -experienced HIV-1-infected patients, requiring twice-daily dosing (4, 5) . Elvitegravir (EVG) and dolutegravir (DTG) are new and investigational INSTIs, respectively, with similar virologic activity in advanced clinical studies for the treatment of HIV-1 infection (6) (7) (8) . As part of a once-daily ritonavir-boosted regimen, or as a component of a single-tablet regimen along with cobicistat (a pharmacoenhancer) plus the NRTI backbone of emtricitabine (FTC) and tenofovir disoproxil fumarate (TDF), EVG has shown durable efficacy and favorable safety and tolerability (6, 7, 9) .
Consistent with other ARV drug classes, the emergence of resistance to INSTIs is associated with virologic failure in a subset of patients. Viral variants that develop phenotypic loss of susceptibility to INSTIs contain primary resistance-associated mutations (RAMs) within the IN catalytic core domain (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . Based on cell-based virus passage experiments, the evolution pathway toward greater INSTI resistance with ongoing drug-selective pressure often involves different patterns of RAMs and/or genotypic switching among primary IN RAMs. For RAL, three major primary resistance pathways have been recognized, involving mutations at IN residues Y143, Q148, and N155 (14, (16) (17) (18) , while for DTG, the pathway toward primary resistance has not been readily defined but likely involves the accumulation of multiple muta-tions (15) . The resistance profile for EVG has shown that T66I/A develops early, E92Q and/or S147G develops concurrently or subsequently, and Q148R/K develops late, sometimes as a mixture with the preceding primary IN mutations (10) (11) (12) . Collective data from clinical trials corroborate these findings for EVG and now indicate that resistance to EVG is attributable primarily to the emergence of mutations at six amino acid positions in HIV-1 IN (Fig. 1) (6, 7, 9) . These primary EVG RAMs include T66I, E92Q, T97A, S147G, Q148R, and N155H and less commonly T66A/K, E92G, and Q148H/K, detected by population-based sequencing alone or occasionally as a complex dynamic mixture of up to 4 mutations. In patients with continued virologic failure, a stepwise accumulation and switch from one primary INSTI RAM to another have been observed and are frequently associated with additional secondary amino acid substitutions (19, 20) . These secondary changes typically have little impact on their own but in combination with primary EVG RAMs further reduce EVG susceptibility and/or increase viral replication fitness (21) . In this study, we constructed a series of recombinant viruses and IN enzymes carrying clinically observed primary EVG RAMs so as to determine and compare their individual and combined effects on drug susceptibility, viral fitness, replication capacity, and enzymatic activities.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents and cell lines. Elvitegravir (EVG), raltegravir (RAL), dolutegravir (DTG), emtricitabine (FTC), and tenofovir (TFV) were synthesized at Gilead Sciences, Inc. (Foster City, CA). MT-2 cells were obtained from the National Institutes of Health AIDS Research and Reference Reagent Program (Germantown, MD). HEK 293T cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) (Manassas, VA). All previously described deoxyoligonucleotides (ST1, ST2, ST5, ST6, ST10, and ST11) (22) were purchased from Trilink Biotechnologies (San Diego, CA) and annealed in the pairs ST1/ST2, ST5/ST6, and ST10/ST11 at 50 M in 20 mM Tris (pH 7.4)-100 mM NaCl.
Construction of site-directed IN mutants. Single or double primary EVG RAMs were generated by using the QuikChange XL site-directed mutagenesis kit (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) and introduced into (i) full-length infectious HIV-1 HXB2 and HIV-1 LAI/IIIB vectors and (ii) an HIV-1 LAI/IIIB integrase expression vector (pET3B-N6H) by using standard cloning techniques (12) . Viruses containing IN mutations were generated by transient transfection of HEK 293T cells using TransIT-293 (Mirus Bio LLC, Madison, WI). Recombinant mutant IN enzymes containing an N-terminal six-histidine tag (6His-IN) were expressed in Escherichia coli BL21(DE3)/pLysS cells (Life Technologies, Grand Island, NY) and purified by Ni-nitrilotriacetic acid (NTA) affinity chromatography after extraction under high-salt conditions, as previously described (23) .
Replication capacity and antiviral drug susceptibility assays. Replication capacities and phenotypic susceptibilities of wild-type (WT) and IN mutant viruses to INSTIs (EVG, RAL, and DTG) and NRTIs (FTC and TFV) were determined by Monogram Biosciences (South San Francisco, CA), using the single-cycle PhenoSense IN HIV assay (24) . Briefly, the IN coding regions of HIV-1 HXB2 vectors were cloned into an HIV-1 NL4-3 -derived test vector containing a luciferase gene and an env deletion. Pseudotyped virus stocks were generated by cotransfection of test vectors with an amphotropic murine leukemia virus (A-MLV) env-containing vector and used to infect fresh HEK 293 cells in the presence of drug dilution series. Luciferase gene expression in HEK 293 cells was measured after 2 days, and fold changes in susceptibility values were normalized to the values generated by using the wild-type HIV-1 HXB2 IN coding region. Phenotypic susceptibilities of some IN mutant viruses against INSTIs (EVG and RAL) and NRTIs (FTC and TFV) were also determined in a multiple-round replication assay that measured cell viability, as previously described (12) . Briefly, MT-2 cells infected by nutation for 3 h (multiplicity of infection [MOI] ϭ 0.01) were incubated with drug in triplicate. After 5 days of growth, cytopathic effect was measured by using CellTiterGlo luminescent cell viability detection reagent (Promega, Madison, WI). Effective drug concentrations needed to inhibit 50% of viral replication (EC 50 ) were determined by nonlinear regression of data converted to percent cell death (GraphPad Prism Software, La Jolla, CA).
Determination of viral replication fitness by growth competition assay. Viral growth competition and MultiCode reverse transcriptase (RTx) PCR assays were performed essentially as previously described (25) . Competing recombinant viruses carrying opposing silent markers at amino acid residues 6 and 7 within the RT coding region (xx-LAI and F-xx-LAI) were mixed together at a 50:50, 60:40, or 80:20 ratio and used to inoculate MT-2 cells (MOI ϭ 0.01), followed by washing with phosphatebuffered saline (PBS) to remove unbound virus. On days 3, 6, and 9, cultures were passaged by inoculating fresh MT-2 cells with the viruscontaining supernatant (1:1,000 dilution). At each time point, viral RNA was extracted from 200 l of the supernatant by using EZ1 virus minikit v2.0 and the BioRobot EZ1 workstation (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) and digested with DNase I. By using the extracted viral RNA and MultiCode RTx allele-specific PCR (EraGen, Madison, WI), the percentages of the two competing viruses at each time point were determined (25, 26) . PCR mixtures (20 l) contained the forward allele-specific primers (200 nM), reverse primer (400 nM), 1ϫ ISOlution buffer (EraGen), 5 mM dithiothreitol (DTT), Titanium Taq DNA polymerase (Clontech, Palo Alto, CA), and SuperScript III RT (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) at the recommended concentrations. MultiCode RTx PCRs were performed on a Roche LightCycler 480 instrument (Roche, Indianapolis, IN) under the following conditions: 5 min at 54°C for reverse transcription; 2 min at 95°C for initial denaturation; and then 1 cycle of 5 s at 95°C, 5 s at 47°C, and 20 s at 72°C followed by 45 cycles of 5 s at 95°C, 5 s at 57°C, and 20 s at 72°C with optical recording. A thermal melt from 60°C to 95°C with 2.5 optical recordings per degree Celsius was performed immediately after the last cycle. Percentages of competing viruses were determined from standard curves generated by using SigmaPlot (Systat Software, San Jose, CA).
Quantitative estimates of relative viral fitness were calculated with the following equation:
where s is the selection coefficient, t is time in days, and M t0 and W t0 are initial fractions and M t and W t are time of measurement fractions of mutant and wild-type viruses, respectively (27) . Relative fitness (1 ϩ s) values of 1.00 indicate that both viruses grew with equivalent fitness. Relative fitness (1 ϩ s) values of Ͻ1.00 indicate less efficient growth of the second virus relative to the first virus competitor. HTRF-based IN strand transfer activity assay. IN strand transfer activity in the absence and presence of INSTIs (EVG, RAL, and DTG) was measured by using a homogenous time-resolved fluorescence resonance energy transfer (HTRF)-based assay, as previously described (22, 28) . Reactions were performed with 25 l strand transfer buffer (20 After 120 min at 37°C, reactions were stopped by the addition of 25 l of 2ϫ Stop/Development buffer (25 mM EDTA, 1 M NaCl, 1 mg/ml BSA, 0.05% Brij 35, 2 nM europium chelate-streptavidin) (Perkin-Elmer, Boston, MA). Plates were read after 16 h of incubation at room temperature on an Envision 2102 multilabel reader (Perkin-Elmer) (excitation at 320 nm and emission at 620 nm and at 665 nm, with a D400 dichroic mirror). An increase in the fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) signal (calculated as a ratio of fluorescence intensity at 665 nm to fluorescence intensity at 620 nm) was associated with an increased proportion of salt-stable noncovalently linked donor-target DNA integration product due to an energy transfer to the Cy5 fluorophore acceptor. In the absence of INSTIs, enzymatic activity was assessed by using a time course (kinetic) format, whereby reactions were stopped every 15 to 30 min up to 240 min. Dose-response data were analyzed with the following curve-fitting equation:
where y is the 665/620-nm ratio, IC 50 is the 50% inhibitory concentration, [I] is the inhibitor concentration, n is the Hill coefficient, M is the signal in the absence of inhibitor, and H is the signal at full inhibition. Strand transfer kinetic data were analyzed with the following curvefitting equation:
where y and y max are the 665/620-nm ratio, k is the enzymatic rate constant, and x is time.
HTRF-based IN 3=-processing activity assay. IN 3=-processing activity in the absence of INSTIs was measured by using an HTRF-based assay with a format similar to the one described above for IN strand transfer activity, except for the use of a nonprocessed donor DNA and no target DNA (22, 28) . This specially designed nonprocessed blunt-ended ST10/ ST11 donor DNA substrate (12.5 nM final concentration) was Cy5 labeled at the dinucleotide-removable 3= end and biotin labeled at the other 3= end. A decrease in the FRET signal (665/620 nm) was associated with an increased proportion of 3=-processed DNA due to removal of the dinucleotide containing the Cy5 fluorophore acceptor.
Kinetic data for 3= processing were analyzed with the following curvefitting equation:
e Ϫkx ϩ y min (4) where y, y o , and y min are the ratios of fluorescence intensities at 665 nm and 620 nm at each time point, at start of the experiment, and at reaction completion (background), respectively, k is the enzymatic rate constant, and x is time. Molecular homology modeling. A three-dimensional HIV-1 IN homology model was built by using PyMol software v1.4.1 (Schrödinger LLC, Portland, OR) and a previously reported crystal structure of fulllength tetrameric IN from human prototype foamy virus (PFV) in complex with Mg 2ϩ , 3=-processed donor DNA, and EVG (Protein Data Bank [PDB] accession number 3L2U) (29) . A secondary-structure-based alignment of HIV-1 and PFV IN was used to guide the construction of the HIV-1 homology model via amino acid substitution. Potential interactions of primary IN residues with the constituents of the IN active site were determined based on proximity (Ͻ4 Å). These constituents included Mg 2ϩ , donor DNA, the flexible loop (G140 to G149), and/or EVG.
RESULTS

Primary IN mutations exhibit broad cross-resistance to EVG
and RAL while maintaining susceptibility to DTG. To evaluate the impact of each primary EVG RAM on antiviral drug susceptibilities, site-directed HIV-1 mutants were generated and characterized by using the commercially available single-cycle PhenoSense IN HIV assay (Table 1) . HIV-1 with Q148R/K mutations exhibited the greatest reduction in EVG susceptibility (Ͼ92-fold). Among the most common IN mutations, reduced susceptibility to EVG followed the order of Q148R (92-fold) Ͼ N155H Ϸ E92Q (26-to 30-fold) Ͼ T66I (9.7-fold) Ͼ S147G (4.1-fold) Ͼ T97A (2.4-fold). Less common IN mutations showed various degrees of reduced susceptibility, ranging from Ͻ10-fold reductions (T66A and Q148H) to Ͼ10-fold reductions (T66K, E92G, Q148K, and N155S). Some IN mutations conferred reduced susceptibility to EVG but retained susceptibility to RAL (T66I/A, E92G, and S147G), while others conferred reduced susceptibility to both EVG and RAL (T66K, E92Q, Q148R/H/K, and N155H). Among the most frequent primary RAL RAMs (Y143R/H/C, Q148R/H/K, and N155H), all but Y143R/H/C conferred significant reductions in susceptibility to EVG (Ͼ5-fold). In contrast, antiviral susceptibility to DTG was retained for all primary INSTI RAMs. In addition, all viruses remained fully susceptible to NRTIs (FTC and TFV) and other classes of antiretrovirals (Table 1 and data not shown). Finally, where tested, these results were confirmed in acutely infected MT-2 cells by using a 5-day multiple-round replication assay, where cell viability was assessed (Table 2) . Primary IN mutations reduce viral replication fitness. Data generated by using the PhenoSense IN HIV assay also provided a general indication of the impact of each primary EVG RAM on viral replication capacity (Table 3) . With one exception (S147G), all primary EVG RAMs (13 of 14) exhibited reduced IN-mediated viral replication capacity values compared to wild-type (WT) values (range, 6 to 84%; median, 69%). Interestingly, primary EVG RAMs with the most attenuated replication capacities were some of the least commonly observed (T66K and E92G exhibited 9% and 6% replication capacities, respectively). The relative viral fitness of the most common primary EVG RAMs was also evaluated a Data shown represent the means and standard deviations from at least three independent experiments. Color coding indicates the degree of reduced susceptibility: less than or equal to 2.5 (green), greater than 2.5 and less than 10 (yellow), and greater than 10 (orange). All fold change values of Ͼ2.5 demonstrated a statistically significant difference compared to the WT by using a two-tailed Student t test, assuming equal variance (P Ͻ 0.01). b ND, not determined. (Table 4) . Most primary EVG RAMs showed substantial reductions in viral replication fitness. Only T66I and S147G mutations exhibited no significant effect on viral replication fitness, consistent with their minimally reduced replication capacity values determined by the PhenoSense IN HIV assay. Overall, the relative viral fitness of primary IN mutants in competition with the WT increased in the following order: Q148R Ͻ N155H Ͻ E92Q Ͻ T66I Ͻ S147G. Plotting these viral replication fitness values against fold resistance values to EVG (Fig. 2 ) revealed a strong correlation (r 2 ϭ 0.88), suggesting that higher levels of resistance are associated with greater reductions in viral fitness in the absence of additional compensatory mutations. Primary IN mutations impact the enzymatic activities of IN. The impact of primary EVG RAMs on antiviral susceptibility and viral replication fitness could be attributable to a direct effect on IN enzymatic functions required for the integration process. To address this question, 3=-processing and strand transfer catalytic activities of recombinant mutant IN enzymes were investigated by using fluorescence-resonance energy transfer (FRET)-based technology. In the presence of EVG, most primary mutant IN enzymes showed variably reduced sensitivity to inhibition of strand transfer activity relative to the WT (Table 5) . HIV-1 IN with the Q148R mutation showed a substantial 11-fold reduction in sensitivity to inhibition by EVG, while other common primary IN mutations (T66I, E92Q, and N155H) showed Ͻ5-fold reductions. Both the T97A and S147G mutations retained sensitivity to EVG in strand transfer IN activity assays. Cross-resistance between EVG and RAL was also observed among primary EVG RAMs; some IN mutations (Q148R and N155H) conferred a greater reduction in sensitivity to inhibition by EVG (Ͼ5-fold), while others (T66I and E92Q) exhibited similar slightly reduced sensitivities to inhibition by both EVG and RAL. Sensitivity to strand transfer inhibition by DTG was retained against all primary IN mutations. In the absence of EVG, most primary IN mutant enzymes showed substantial impairment of 3=-processing and/or strand transfer activities (Fig. 3) . HIV-1 IN enzymes with the Q148R or N155H mutation were the most attenuated in both 3=-processing and strand transfer activities, consistent with previous biochemical assessments of recombinant IN enzymes possessing primary RAL RAMs (11, 13, 14, (30) (31) (32) . Other primary EVG RAMs (T66I, E92Q, and S147G) exhibited marginal impairment of 3=-processing activity (80 to 87% of WT activity), with substantial impairment of strand transfer activity (ϳ40 to 75% of WT activity). Only T97A exhibited a marginal impairment of 3=-processing activity (84% of WT activity), with no significant effect on strand transfer IN activities. These results show that, similar to their impact on the virus, primary EVG RAMs are associated with reduced EVG sensitivity and IN activities in an enzyme-based system. of plasma from patients failing EVG-containing regimens have indicated that while most virus populations consist of a complex mixture of primary EVG RAMs, as assessed by population sequencing, these IN mutations are rarely linked on the same genome (20) . Therefore, we sought to understand the underlying characteristics that may force their independent development. To determine the impact of multiple primary EVG RAMs, dual combinations of the most common primary IN mutations were introduced into viral vectors and characterized by using the PhenoSense IN HIV assay (Table 6 ). In general, the addition of a second primary IN mutation resulted in a much greater reduction in both EVG and RAL susceptibility than either mutation alone. Although T66I is a primary INSTI RAM specific to EVG, the combination of T66I and E92Q resulted in a strong reduction in RAL susceptibility (13-fold). Interestingly, the addition of the Q148R mutation to any primary EVG RAM resulted in a 3-to 6-fold reduction in DTG susceptibility that was not observed for any IN mutation alone. Other dual combinations of primary EVG RAMs had no effect on DTG susceptibility. The addition of a second primary IN mutation was also found to further reduce viral replication capacity values (1.6-to 16-fold) relative to values for the WT or either IN mutation alone (Table 3 ). In pairwise growth competition experiments, the addition of Q148R onto the backbone of either E92Q or N155H was found to substantially reduce the viral fitness of Q148R more than 2-fold (Table 4 ; see also Fig. S1 in the supplemental material). In comparison, the dual combination of E92Q and N155H (E92QϩN155H) reduced both replication capacity and viral fitness in competition with WT only slightly (Ϸ1.5-fold). Further growth competition analyses showed that the dual combination E92QϩN155H mutant had a lesser impact on the relative fitness of the N155H virus (1 ϩ s ϭ 0.82) than on the relative fitness of the E92Q virus (1 ϩ s ϭ 0.68). Taken together, these results show that multiple primary EVG RAMs confer greater reductions in INSTI susceptibility at the expense of further reducing viral fitness.
Multiple primary IN mutations further reduce INSTI susceptibility and viral replication fitness. Recent clonal analyses
Structural proximity of EVG RAMs within the IN active site may impact both drug susceptibility and enzymatic activity. While the structure of the full-length HIV-1 IN tetramer has remained unsolved, the full-length structure of the related human PFV IN has served as a reliable surrogate for structural analyses due to active-site similarity. Crystal structures of the PFV IN in complex with its cognate viral DNA, referred to as the intasome, have been solved in the absence and presence of INSTIs (EVG, RAL, or DTG) (29, 33) . These studies have led to significant insight into the molecular mechanism of retroviral IN inhibition. The current model highlights at least four key functional components of IN: (i) the catalytic DDE triad (D64, D116, and E152) of active-site residues, (ii) the metal ion cofactors (Mg 2ϩ or Mn 2ϩ ), (iii) the terminus of the viral DNA where key contacts are made, and (iv) the flexibility or contacts with surrounding secondary structures (e.g., ␣4 helix and ␤4-␣2 loop). The fundamental basis for the mechanism of IN activation by the binding of an INSTI is believed to be (i) displacement of the reactive end of the 3=-processed viral DNA from the IN active site and (ii) chelation of a metal ion away from the active-site residues (29, 34) .
To explore the structural impact of primary IN mutations on reduced EVG susceptibility and IN activities, homology modeling of HIV-1 IN was performed. First, a model of WT HIV-1 IN was created by substitution of the corresponding amino acid residues into the published structure of PFV IN (29) . In this structure, EVG Francisco, CA) . Color coding indicates the degree of reduced susceptibility relative to established BCOs for EVG (2.5-fold change) and RAL (1.5-fold change): less than or equal to the BCO (green), greater than the BCO and less than 10 (yellow), and greater than 10 (orange). An arbitrary biological cutoff for DTG was set at 2.0.
FIG 3 Relative catalytic activities of HIV-1 IN enzymes. IN-mediated 3=-
processing (A) and strand transfer (B) activities were determined by using unprocessed and preprocessed donor DNA substrates, respectively. Data shown represent the means and standard deviations of data from an independent experiment performed in triplicate.
is bound within a hydrophobic pocket, and the positions of amino acid residues associated with primary EVG RAMs are located proximal to the catalytic active site (Fig. 4) . Second, we systematically introduced substitutions corresponding to primary EVG RAMs to assess a plausible structural impact. No primary EVG RAMs were found to reside within 4 Å of bound EVG, suggesting that reduced susceptibility to EVG is associated with a lack of direct interaction. Conversely, most primary EVG RAMs were proximally located to a variety of active-site components, including Mg 2ϩ ions, viral DNA, and/or secondary structural components of the IN enzyme. Based on these interpretations and the findings of others, the structural impact of primary EVG RAMs is discussed in detail below.
DISCUSSION
Elvitegravir (EVG) is a new ARV with demonstrated clinical efficacy in both treatment-naive and -experienced HIV-1-infected patients (6, 7, 9) . However, as shown in vitro and in some patients failing EVG-containing regimens, primary IN mutations can develop, leading to reduced EVG susceptibility. HIV-1 IN mutations T66I, E92Q, S147G, and Q148R/K were first identified as primary EVG RAMs in cell-based resistance selection experiments (10, 11, 19, 35, 36) . In patients experiencing virologic failure on EVGcontaining regimes, additional RAMs, including T66A/K, E92G, T97A, Q148H, and N155H, have been observed (7, 9, 19, 36) . Thus, overall, primary EVG RAMs may develop at six amino acid positions in HIV-1 IN (Fig. 1) . Recombinant forms of HIV-1 and IN were used to determine the effect of each primary EVG RAM on phenotypic susceptibilities to INSTIs. Fold change values relative to the WT were comparable in both types of HIV-1 drug susceptibility assays used (single cycle and multiple round) and were further confirmed in enzymatic strand transfer IN activity assays. These results demonstrated a ranked order among primary EVG RAMs whereby the most common clinically observed primary IN mutations (E92Q, Q148R, and N155H) exhibited the greatest reduction in EVG susceptibility, consistent with previous reports (10, 11, 30) . The finding that T97A showed only very-lowlevel reduced EVG susceptibility in the multicycle assay is similar to its effect on RAL susceptibility in patients experiencing virologic failure on RAL-containing regimens (32, 37) . This special case of a primary EVG RAM suggests that additional amino acid substitutions may serve an accessory role for T97A to further reduce phenotypic susceptibility.
Structural analyses have shown that both EVG and RAL share similar scaffolds and binding modes within the IN active site leading to inhibition by disengaging the DDE catalytic triad from the viral DNA (29) . Thus, it is not surprising that both EVG and RAL exhibit largely overlapping primary INSTI resistance profiles in HIV-infected patients experiencing virologic failure on either INSTI. For RAL, three independent common primary RAMs, Y143R/H/C, Q148R/H/K, and N155H, have been identified (14, 16, 17) . Both N155H and Q148R/H/K are associated with the development of EVG cross-resistance, whereas Y143R/H/C mutations do not lead to decreased EVG susceptibility, likely due to the absence of a RAL-specific oxadiazole group to interact with (17, 29, 31, 38) . Importantly, E92Q and T97A have also been observed in HIV-1-infected patients experiencing virologic failure on RAL, either independently or in association with N155H and Y143R/ H/C, respectively (18, (39) (40) (41) (42) . While E92Q is often referred to as a secondary RAL RAM (16, 32, 37) , our data indicate a significant impact on EVG and RAL resistance, independent of other mutations. Small geometric differences between the interactions of EVG and those of RAL within IN may account for the observed variability in cross-resistance (T66K, E92Q, and Q148R/H/K) and why certain primary EVG RAMs (T66I/A, E92G, and S147G) retain susceptibility to RAL while certain primary RAL RAMs (Y143R/H/C) retain susceptibility to EVG.
Structural analyses have suggested that DTG shares a similar interfacial mechanism of inhibition with EVG and RAL but is able to make more intimate contacts with the viral DNA. In addition, DTG may effectively be able to readjust its position and conformation to structural changes in the active sites of EVG-or RALresistant IN enzymes and avoid some cross-resistance due to slower dissociation (15, 33, 43) . This may explain why primary high-level resistance to DTG does not readily occur in vitro and appears difficult to establish de novo clinically. However, recent findings indicated that the Q148R/H/K resistance pathway observed for EVG and RAL can impact cross-resistance to DTG as the number of secondary mutations increases (i.e., E138K, G140S, and N155H) (15, 44) . The data presented in this study extend these observations by demonstrating that DTG retains activity against all individual primary EVG and RAL RAMs. Taken together, these results support clinical evidence that subjects who experience virologic failure on EVG-containing regimens respond poorly to treatment with RAL (45) and that DTG may have utility as a second-line regimen in cases of virologic failure with EVG or RAL, although multiple mutations that include Q148R/H/K may reduce responses (46) .
The selective advantage of primary EVG RAMs in patients with virologic failure while on EVG-containing regimens drives both the initial appearance of these mutations and a pathway toward higher levels of resistance. While the development and prevalence of primary IN mutations may be ascribed to their effect on EVG susceptibility, their effect on viral replication fitness is equally rel- evant. HIV-1 with reduced EVG susceptibility from patients experiencing virologic failure on EVG typically exhibits a reduced replication capacity (36, 47) . The results of the PhenoSense IN HIV assay showed that most primary EVG RAMs are associated with a reduction in replication capacity. Previous studies of primary RAL RAMs in recombinant forms of HIV-1 have reported similar findings (10, 11, 16, (48) (49) (50) . Growth competition analyses further demonstrated reduced viral fitness of mutants expressing EVG RAMs and suggested a correlation between increased EVG resistance and decreased viral fitness. These results suggest that certain viral variants with primary EVG RAMs may emerge first because they are more fit and not necessarily more resistant. Indeed, previous studies of primary RAL RAMs suggested that an N155H mutant is likely to emerge before Q148R/H/K mutants because it has a substantial fitness advantage (50, 51) . The results reported here extend this interpretation to include other common primary IN mutations (T66I, E92Q, and S147G). Moreover, of the most commonly observed viral mutants in patients experiencing virologic failure on EVG-containing regimens (6, 7, 9) , both the E92Q and N155H mutations appear to exhibit a selective advantage, with reasonable viral fitness and significantly reduced susceptibility to EVG.
Patients exhibiting virologic failure on EVG or RAL therapy typically harbor a complex dynamic population of primary IN mutations that are generally not found on the same HIV-1 genome. The following combinations of primary INSTI RAMs have, however, been found to colocalize in rare exceptions: T97AϩY143R/C in RAL failures, S147GϩQ148R/H/K in EVG failures, and E92QϩN155H in both RAL and EVG failures (14, 16, 20, 21, 39, 40) . To understand the underlying typical mutual exclusivity among primary EVG RAMs, dual combinations were introduced into recombinant viral vectors. As expected, the addition of a second primary IN mutation further reduced EVG and RAL susceptibility relative to that of either mutation alone. In contrast, DTG retained susceptibility against most double primary IN mutants but showed significantly reduced susceptibility in dual combinations with Q148R. While the Q148RϩN155H mutant has been shown to reduce DTG susceptibility (15) , the finding that other primary EVG RAMs (T66I or E92Q) in combination with Q148R also have the same effect has not been reported. The addition of a second primary IN mutation also further reduced replication capacity and, where studied, viral fitness. The extent of this reduction for the E92QϩN155H mutant was least among all dual combinations, in agreement with previous assessments of replication capacity (16, 50) and the observed coexistence of these primary INSTI RAMs in resistant viral variants. While an earlier report found the E92QϩN155H mutant to be more fit than the N155H mutant in growth competition experiments (51), the discordance in these results could be attributable to differences in the viral backbone utilized (HIV-1 LAI/IIIB and HIV-1 NL4-3 , respectively). With prolonged selective pressure to EVG or RAL, Q148R/H/K with compensatory secondary mutations (E138K or G140S/A) tends to replace earlier primary INSTIs RAMs as the dominant species (19, 48, 52, 53) . The results presented here suggest that viruses bearing an additional primary IN mutation fail to gain a similar selective advantage despite a further reduction in phenotypic susceptibility. Thus, genotypic switching among primary EVG RAMs over a period of virologic failure likely represents active emergence of distinct and progressively dominant viral variants.
Not surprisingly, most primary EVG RAMs surround the catalytic pocket of IN and are proximal to the catalytic DDE triad and other active-site components (29) . Whereas T66 and T97 lie slightly outside the active site, D64 and E152 surround N155, D64 and D116 surround E92, and all three acidic residues of the catalytic triad are close to S147 and Q148. Since the Q148 residue lies within the catalytic ␤4-␣2 loop, Q148R/H/K mutations would change the flexibility of this loop, which may (i) hamper metal ion binding by D64 and E152 and chelation by EVG (54), (ii) sterically affect binding of the viral DNA 5= end (55) (56) (57) , and (iii) weaken the backbone-backbone H-bond interaction between Q148 and E152 (34) . In contrast, an S147G mutation within the same catalytic loop may have a less dramatic impact on loop flexibility, potentially affecting viral DNA binding, strand separation, and interactions of EVG with adjacent residues. Residue 155 lies within the ␣4 helix, and an N155H mutation here has been predicted to (i) perturb a salt bridge with the phosphate of the terminal 3= adenosine, (ii) affect coordination of the metal ion by E152, and (iii) widen the base of the catalytic pocket (34, 43) . Although T66 lies within the ␤2 sheet distal from the DDE triad, its proximity to the viral DNA 3= end and N155 suggests that T66I/A/K mutations may (i) sterically affect viral DNA binding and/or (ii) metal ion coordination through N155. The E92 residue lies within a ␤3-␣1 loop less than 4 Å from a metal ion and another 1 to 2 Å from the isobutyl substituent of EVG. An E92Q/G mutation, which results in the loss of a negative charge, may (i) stabilize the metal ion by making hydrogen bonding with a coordinating water molecule less favorable and (ii) remove any repulsion charge with the hydroxyl in the isobutyl substituent of EVG (10) . Finally, although T97 lies within the ␣1 helix farthest away from the IN active site, a T97A mutation would eliminate a hydroxyl moiety and the H-bond interaction with N120, thus unblocking the ␣2 helix and creating an empty space in the active site. This structural change may (i) permit small movement of the viral DNA, (ii) affect proper placement of the ␤4-␣2 catalytic loop (32) , and/or (iii) perturb coordination of a metal ion with D116 in a manner similar to that of E92Q. Taken together, all primary EVG RAMs are hypothesized to subtly change the IN active-site environment by affecting local secondary structure and network interactions involved in coordination of the metal ions and/or the viral DNA. These interpretations are in agreement with the higher k off rates for INSTI dissociation from IN-DNA complexes and reductions in phenotypic susceptibility to INSTIs (43) .
In summary, the key primary EVG RAMs observed in HIV-1-infected patients experiencing virologic failure on EVG-containing regimens (T66I/A/K, E92Q/G, T97A, S147G, Q148R/H/K, and N155H) have been defined and characterized. All primary IN mutations showed both reduced EVG susceptibility and reduced viral fitness. Moreover, these attributes correlated with both reduced activities and inhibition sensitivity of the HIV-1 IN enzyme. Multiple primary EVG RAMs detected by population sequencing commonly represent mixtures of multiple primary IN mutations that are not capable of coexisting on the same HIV-1 genome, likely due to more severely attenuated viral fitness. Patients who experience initial virologic failure on EVG-containing regimens typically transition toward EVG RAMs that confer greater phenotypic resistance and greater viral fitness with the accumulation of compensatory secondary IN mutations. Thus, as with other classes of ARVs, prolonged virologic failure under continuous EVG-selective pressure should be avoided in order to minimize resistance development within the class of INSTIs.
